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As the US election campaigns heat up, the Politify token is regaining the interest of investors.
Notably, since Donald Trump positioned himself as a proponent of cryptocurrency and criticized
Democratic approaches, Donald Trump Tokens have been ranked among the most popular assets to
buy in the Politify category.

Amid recent weak crypto market, Politify tokens have attracting growing attention from crypto
investors, especially Trump-themed coins. Next, we will introduce three Trump-themed tokens to
invest as the US election campaigns heat up.
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MAGA (TRUMP)

Launched in August 2023, MAGA (TRUMP) is a Donald Trump-themed meme coin, drawing
inspiration from former US president Donald Trump’s political slogan “Make America Great
Again.” Aiming to provide its users with “true economic freedom and financial sovereignty, ” MAGA
(TRUMP) coins stand out for their clear alignment with political causes, commitment to economic
freedom and financial sovereignty, and support for charities and political movements.

The TRUMP coin witnessed a notable correction in June after its price reversal from a $17.83 high.
As of writing the article on June 24, the bearish turnaround has plunged MAGA (TRUMP) coin 50.6%
over the past two weeks to reach $6.67, while the market cap dropped to $305,989,631.

The following sets forth the TRUMP to USD Chart

MAGA Chart

For more information about MAGA (TRUMP), please visit BTCC MAGA (TRUMP) QUOTE PAGE.
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Doland Tremp (TREMP)

Operating on the Solana network, Doland Tremp (TREMP) is one of the recent political-themed
meme coins, or PoliFi, that is gaining popularity in the crypto community. With a goal of capitalizing
on the popularity of meme coins by fostering a vibrant community around political themes and
humor, Doland Tremp (TREMP) has captured the attention of investors and internet enthusiasts
alike.

Amid the recent market correction, Doland Tremp (TREMP) reverted from the upper trendline at
$1.53 and plunged 64% to hit $0.446. As per CoinGecko, as of writing the article on June 24, Doland
Tremp (TREMP) is traded at $0.5249, boasting a market cap of $52,289,324, and witnessing a hefty
24-hour trading volume of $11,369,219. TREMP Token saw a 24-hour change of -16.5%, with minor
fluctuations of +1.7 % in the past hour.

The following sets forth the TREMP to USD Chart

Doland Tremp Chart
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For more information about Doland Tremp (TREMP), please visit BTCC Doland Tremp (TREMP)
QUOTE PAGE.

 TrumpCoin (DJT)

Launched on April 21, the TrumpCoin, ticker symbol $DJT, is a new Trump-themed meme coin on
the Solana blockchain that has gained significant attention. Despite being a month-old DJT meme
coin on Solana, it has already achieved a substantial market cap and secured major central exchange
listings as rumored to have backing from the Trump family.

Despite the market correction, the DJT token rising for three consecutive days has recorded a 58%
rise as the price jumped from $0.0089 to $0.0142. As per CoinGecko, as of writing the article on
June 24, TrumpCoin (DJT) is traded at $0.01255, witnessing a hefty 24-hour trading volume of
$9,110,216. TrumpCoin (DJT) saw a 24-hour change of -12.7%, with minor fluctuations of -0.2% in
the past hour.

The following sets forth the DJT to USD Chart

TrumpCoin Chart

For more information about TrumpCoin (DJT), please visit BTCC TrumpCoin (DJT) QUOTE PAGE.
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Conclusion

As the U.S. election campaigns heat up, top three Donald Trump-themed tokens to buy are MAGA
(TRUMP), Doland Tremp (TREMP), and TrumpCoin (DJT) have gained significant attention.  With
recent market corrections providing a dip in prices, these assets present buying opportunities for
investors looking for potential gains tied to the election cycle.
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